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ABSTRACT

Tbe molecular Cloud in the vicinity of the peculiar

supernova remnant GIO9.1-1.0 has been observed in the J =

1-0 transitions or CO molecules. Tbe Ⅳagoya 4 m radio

telescope and the Nobeyama 45 m radio telescope were used

for the observations. It is found that the main molecular

cloud on the west has prevented an isotropIC expansion of

GIO9.1-1.0 Causing its semieireular shape of this remnant･

The CO arm extending from the main molecular Cloud sbow's an

apparent antieorrelation with the Curled X-ray feature seen

in GIO9.1-1.0 Called the X-ray jetlike feature. The CO arm

is round to Consist or two thin CO filaments. At least one

of these filaments should be located near the rear remnant

shell. Molecules wllieb were located in a thin (く 0.5 pe)

orlginal surface layer of the molecular cloud are thought to

have been fully dissociated due to the SNR shock. It is

expected that the momentum deposited in the Cloud shock will

compress the molecular cloud to some extent in 105-106 yr･

The X-ray jetlike feature probably- represents the density

distribution of the hot plasma in this SNR. Three

explanations roy this feature are proposed, and there is a

possibility that the existence or the nlOleeular Cloud has

Contributed to the formation or this feature. The present

observations have Clearly revealed that GIO9.1-1.0

aeeompanies the molecular Cloud and that they interact with

eaeb other.
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nebulae: individual (GIO9.1-1.0)
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Supernova Remnants (Sms) and Their Evolution

Tbe supernova (SⅣ) is an explosion phenomenon at the

final stage of the evolution of massive (〉 8 鴨) stars or

accreting stars in the binary systems. After the supernova

explosion, the ejee‡a from tわe progenitor (precursor star)

begln tO expand at supersonic velocity. The expanding shock

ba∇ing the hot gas interior is formed, and it is Called a

supernova remnant (SHR). It gathers the ambient interstellaLr

medium through the expanding sboek and heats it up. The

interior of the S打R is a hot gas. The total energy of the

s氾is - 1051 ergs･ The number of the known S-s in our

Galaxy (the Milky Way Galaxy) is around 150. The SNR is

classified into three categories: the.shell type, tlle

plerionie type, and the Composite type (e. ど., Weiler 1985)･

The shell type is the most popular (- 80 %). This type is

characterized by the shell structure in the radio-continuum

image and the steep radio spectral index α く -0.3, where

ly = const yα･ The plerionic type has a filled-center

form (intensity maximum is located at the Center)
in the

radio continuum emission and shows the flat radio spectral

index α 〉
-0.3.

The activity of this type SNR is believed

to be supported by the central stellar remnant or pulsar･

The Composite type has both or a shell activity and a

stellar remnant activity. The evolution of the shell-type

SNR is described here, because the properties of the
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plerionie and Composite types have not been well known yet.

We assume the typical intercloud medium with an atomic

number density of order O'1 cm-3 as the ambient matter of

the SNR.

At the beginning or the expansion, the
ejeeta

from the

progenitor are a main component of the SNR. The SⅣR expands

freely) and has a constant expansion velocity of - 104 km

s-1･ After tわe mass of the interstellar medium swept by the

SNR shell becomes larger than that of the ejecta (age t -

60 yr), the S軒R enters the adiabatic or Sedov (1959) phase.

At this stage the temperature of the interior hot plasma of

the SNR is so high (> 106K) that radiation loss is

negligible. Therefore the total energy of the SNR is assumed

to be constant or equal to the initial erlergy Of the SNR･

The temperature of the SNR decreases with the age, and

reaches 1 x lO6K at an age of t- 104yr･when the

temperature becomes below 106 K, radiative cooling of the

hot gas becomes effective. At this stage the energy does not

conserve, and the SNR shell expands conserving its momentum.

Tbis stage is Called the snowplow phase.

The Cygnus Loop and the Crab Nebula are famous
examples

of the SN茨s. The Crab Nebula is a young (t - 900 yr)

plerionic-type SNR, and the Cygnus Loop is a shell-type SNR

at the latest stage of the Sedov phase.
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B. Importance of the Interaction of the SNRs

with the Interstellar Medium

Tbe supernova (remnant), wbieb is one or the most

energetic astronomical objects, must have a significant

influence on the interstellar medium. It will change the

structure! density) temperature! phase) velocity field) and

magnetic field of the interstellar medium. 'The interstellar

medium consists of gases having various physical conditions･

The temperature ranges 10-106 K, and the number density of

hydrogen atoms ranges 10-1-104 em-3 or denser･ Molecular

cloud is the densest part of the interstellar medium, and

mainly consists of a molecular gas. The structure of the

ambient matter will determine the evolution of the SNR a.nd

the energy transfer into the interstellar medium･ In

particular, the encounter of the SNR shell with the

molecular cloud causes the appreciable decrease of the SⅣR

energy mainly through the radiative cooling, whereas the

enormous energy and momentum will be injected into the

molecular cloud. The compression of the the interstellar

medium is thought to initialize the birth of stars (Opik

1953). The molecular Cloud is the site where stars are born,

and hence the Compression of the molecular Cloud by the SNR

must be important as a potential trigger for the star

formation. The rather old SⅣRs break.ing through the galaetie

disk will produce lbe outflow or the hot gas from the

galaetie disk, and tllis hot gas will maintain the galaetie

hot gaseous halo (e. ど., Tomisaka and lkeuehi; also see
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Heiles 1987). Therefore the history of the SⅣR evolution

will determine the properties of the galaetie bal°.

C. Previous Studies on the lnteraetion of SNRs

witb Molecular Clouds

Studies of interaction between SNRs and molecular clouds

began with Wootten's (1977) CO observations toward W44.

Following his observations, several groups have searched

indications of the interaction: e. ど., Wootten-s (1981)

observations toward W28, Dame-s (1983) observations toward

W44, and the observations of W50 by Huang, Dame, and

Thaddeus (1983). However, some of the results of the

previous searebes, in particular toward the inner Galaxy

(where the g･alaetoeentrie distance is less than 10 kpe; we

assume throughout this thesis the distance to the galactic

center from the sun is 10 kpc), are difficult to interpret

because of confusion due to unrelated molecular clouds along

the line of sight. According to our reexamination of the

published data, it seems that there are only two convirJCing

examples of the interaction. One is the broad molecular-line

emission discovered in IC 443 (DeⅣoyer 1979; DeⅣoyer and

Frerking 1981; White et al. 1987). The linewidth of the

molecular emission is up to -100
km s-1! and is thought to

be a postshoek molecular gas shocked by the SNR. The broad

CO emission obtained by Huang, Dickman, and Snell (1986)

with the 14 m radio telescope at the Five College Radio

Astronomy Observatory (FCRAO) is distributed at several

distinct small regions with a typical size of 3-. ln spite
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of searches for another example, IC 443 bas been the unlque

convincing example until now･ The other example of the

interaction is the Compression or tlle Western rim or the

Cygnus Loop by the two small molecular Clouds with a size or

a few pe (Seoville et al. 1977). The radio and optical

intensities of the S如R are enhanced at the compressed part

of the shell adjacent to the molecular clouds. The number of

the eonvineing examples of the interaction is too small to

understand this phenomenon well･ It is essential to increase

the number of convincing examples to realize the

interaction. To obtain new examples of the interaction, we

have observed three SNRs･ I report here the observations of

GIO9.1-1.0, which were observed with the Nagoya 4 m and the

Ⅳobeyama 45 m radio teleseopes･ The observations w主tb tbe 4

m radio telescope toward G78･2+2･1 and EB 21 are summarized

in Fukui and Tatematsu (1987).

D. Introduetion to GIO9.1-1.0

The SNR GIO9.ト1.0 (CTB 109) was discove･red by Gregory

and Fahlman (1980) with an X-ray astronomical satellite, the

Einstein Observatory. It has an unusual semicircular shell

with a diameter or 30- (Fig. 1). The X-ray pulsar lE2259+586

is located at the Center or the Curvature of the shell

(Fahlman and Gregory 1981). The pulse period obtained by

Fahlman and Gregory (1981) for the first time was 3･5 s, and

later this value was revised to 7 s (Fahlman alld Gregory

1983). The spin-down rate of tわe X-ray pulse period is
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5×10-13 s s-1 (Koyama, Hoshi, and Nagase 1987)･ The optical

counterpart of the X-ray pulsar is a faint (mB - 23･5 mag)

star, and this X-ray pulsar is thought to represent a low-

mass binary system (Fablman and Gregory 1983). The infrared

pulsations observed toward it with a pulse period of 3.5 s

are probably the second harmonic pulsations (.Widdleditch,

Pennypacker,一and Burns 1983). The orbital per･iod of the

binary system is - 2300 s (FaLhlman and Gregory 1983). The

curled X-ray ridge (Ⅹ-ray jetlike feature) extends from the

X-ray pulsar toward the northeastern part of the shell

(Gregory and Fahlman 1980). At radio wavelengths, this

remnant has the semicircular shell, whereas there is no

radio feature corresponding to the X-ray pulsar nor the X-

ray jetlike feature (Downes 1983; Sofue, Takahara, and

fiirabayashi 1983; Gregory et al. 1983; Eugbes et al. 1984).

The SHR contains one curled radio arc inside the shell. The

10 GHz map obtained by Sofue, Takahara, and Hirabayashi

(1983) with tbe Ⅳobeyama 45 m radio telescope is reproduced

in Fig. 2. The spectral index of this SNR ranges from -0.6

to -0.5 (Sofue, Takahara, and Hirabayashi 19呂3; Hughes

et al. 1984). Tatematsu et al. (1987) detected the linear

polaLrization of the radio continuum emission using the

Nobeyama 45 m radio telescope, and the degree of

polarization at 10 GHz ranges several to 30%. There are

several faint optical filaments around the two radio peaks

(Hughes, Harten, and van den Bergh 1981), and the optical

spectrum of one of the filaments was obtained
by Blair and

Kirshner (1981). Gregory and Fablman (1981, 1983) proposed a

preeessing jet model analogous to SS 433 (e.ど., Seward
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et al. 1980; Grindlay et al. 1984) on the basis or the

presence of tlle X-ray pulsar, the X-ray jetlike feature, and

the radio are in GIO9.1-1.0. Aeeording to them the X-ray

jetlike feature represents the hot gas of the precessing

jet. The age of the SⅣR is - 1.5 ×104yr (sofue, Takabara,

and Hirabayashi 1983), and this SNR is thought to be at the

latest stage of the Sedov phase.

Tbere is a glant Ⅲ101eeular Cloud S147/S153 on the west

of the remnant (israel 1980; Heydari-Malayeri, KahaLne, and

Lueas 1981; Tatematsu et al. 1985). This giant molecular

cloud contains five Sharpless (1959) HII regions, gaseous

nebulae ionized by massive stars: S147, S148, S149, S152,

and S153･でbe radio pulsar Ps又 2255+58 【R. A. = 22b55m54S･2,

Deel･ = 58053,10,,】 with a distance of 4.3 kpe (Davis, Lyne,

and Seiradakis 1972; Manchester and Taylor 1981) is located

near the molecular cloud. They illustrate massive-star

formation activities of this molecular Cloud. Fig. 3 shows

the overall structure or the giant molecular Cloud S147/S153

obtained by using the Nagoya 4 m radio telescope with the

room-temperature Sebottky reeei∇er (Tatematsu et al. 1985).

The abseissa is right ascension (R. A.) and the ordinate is

declination (°eel.) for the epoch 1950.0, wbieb are

equatorial Coordinates on the Celestial sphere. The HII

reglOn S152 eorresponds to a local maximum in the CO

intensity･ The CO peak at S152 has a radial velocity VLSR

with respect to the stars in the solar neighborhood (the

local standard or rest, LSR) or -

-50
km s-1. This

molecular Cloud has an extent or - 70'×25- or - 80 pe x
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30pc (1 pc
= 3×1018 cm). Th占mass is dedtlCed to be

6･1×104鴨. Tatematsu et al. (1985) discussed the

possibility or the interaction on the basis of the CO

observations with the old receiver of tbe 4 m telescope.

However it was a problem that there is an apparent gap

between GIO9･1-1･O and the molecular Cloud in Fig･ 3･ It

Seems necessary tO investigate wbetber tわe apparent gap is

due to the limited sensitivity or not･

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the

relationship be･tween GIO9.ト1.0 and the glant molecular

Cloud S147/S153 by observing tbe 2.6 m line or CO molecules

with sufficient sensitivity and angular resolution. The

a･dopted distance to GIO9.1-1.0 is 4.1 kpc (Sofue, Takahara,

and Hirabayashi 1983).
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I I. OBSERVATIONS

A. The Nagoya 4 m Radio Telescope

Observations with the Nagoya 4 m radio telescope were

made in 1985 January-May. Details or this telescope are

described by Kawabata et al. (1985). The J = 1-0 transitions

of CO (115.271 GHz) and
13co

(110.201 GHz) were observed.

This telescope is a Cassegrain type and is
mounted

on an

aユt-azimuth mounting. The primary parabolic reflector of the

telescope has a diameter of 4 m a.nd an f/D (focal length by

diameter) ratio of 0.493. The surface accuracy of the main

reflector is better than 40 pm rms. The half-power

beamwidth (HPBW) is 2-.7 at 110 GHz. The main beam

efficiency符M is O･74±0･05, and the forward spillover and

scattering efficiency甲fss (Kutner and Ulich 1981) is

0.81±0.06. The receiver front-end used for the present

observations was a 15 K cooled GaAs Schottky diode mixer

followed by a 1.50j:0.25 GHz GaAs FEY IF amplifier･ The

receiver had a receiver temperature of 200-'250 K (DSB)･ This

value is 1/4 or the receiver temperature 700-1000 K (DSB) of

the old receiver used in the our previous observations

(Tatematsu et al. 1985). The back-end was an aeousto-optical

speetrometer (AOS) with 40 k日z resolution and 44 MHz

bandwidtb (Takano et al. 1983). The Computer system for the

telescope Control was a ⅣOVA 4/Ⅹ. Pointing or the telescope

was established by observing a number or bright stars with a

small optical telescope attaebed to the radio telescope ∂･nd
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by observing the edge of the solar disk at 110-115 GHz･ The

aeeuraey of pointing was known to be better tban 20--･ The

employed spacing interval waLS 3† or'1†･5･ Most of the

observations were made in the rrequeney switebing mode,

whereas some of the spectra were obtained in the position

switching mode. The observed spectra contain artificial

baselines, and they must be subtracted in da.ta reduction･

Third order polynomials were subtracted
from the frequency-

switched spectra, and linear baselines were subtracted from

the position-switched spectra･ All spectra were convolved to

a resolution of O･3 km s-1 for improving the S/N ratio･ The

typical rms noise levels for CO and
13co

at this resolution

are 0.7 K and 0.1 K, respectively. Tわe intensity was

calibrated by using the standard chopper-wheel method

(Penzias and Burrus 1973; Davis and Vanden Bout 1973). The

intensity is finally expressed in terms of the corrected

antenna temperature TA* (see Kutner aLnd Ulich 1981). The

slight change in the sideband ratio had an influence on the

temperature scale. We calibrated the intensity referring to

the standard source, Ori A (65.0 K in CO and ll.0 K in

13co).

B. Tbe Ⅳobeyama 45 m Radio Telescope

ObseI･Vations weI･e Carried out in the J = 1-0 transition

or CO in two periods, 1986 Deeember and 1987 April･ The 45 m

telescope has a balトpower beamwidtb or 17"±1'' and a main

beam errieieney or 0.45±0.05 at this rrequeney. The Cooled

Schottky diode receiver covering 85-115 GHz was used for the
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observations, and it provided a system temperature of 800-

1000 K (SSB). One or the aeousto-optical speetrometers with

a resolution of 37 kHz (0･1 km s-1) was employed. For

establishing the pointing or tlle telescope, an SiO maser

source was observed in SiO (v = 1, J = 1-0) at 43 GHz every

two hours in the observations at least. The pointing

aeeuraey was typleally 5'--10''. The CO observations were made

at spaeings of 30''-60''. All spectra were obtained in the

position switching mode, and linear baselines were

subtracted from them. The typleal rms noise leマel is 0.8 E

at 37 kHz (0･1 km s-1) resolution. T.he intensity was

calibrated by using the standard chopper-wheel method. The

intensity obtained with the 45 m radio telescope was

systematically lower than the eorreet value, because the

adjustment of the image-re】eetion filter used for tbe 85-115

GHz receiver was incomplelte between 1985 January and 1987

MaLy･ The intensity was multiplied by 1.50, which was

determined by observing a few standard CO sources. The

intensity is expressed in terms of the corrected antenna

temperature

ll



ⅠⅠⅠ. RESULTS

A･ CO Distribution Obtained with the 4 m Radio Telescope

In this subsection the results obtained with the 4 m

radio telescope are deseribed･ Figs･ 4-6 sbow the Contour

map of the CO (J = ト0) intensity integrated over the radial

velocity range VLSR= (-55･ -45) kms-1 as thick lines･

Observed points are illustrated in Fig. 4. This integrated

CO map is superimposed upon the X-ray map of GIO9･1-1･0

(Gregory et al. 1983) in Fig･ 5, and is superimposed upon

the map of 10 GHz radio continuum emission (Sofue, Takahara,

and Hirabayashi 1983) in Fig. 6. The CO intensity maximum on

the western edge or the map eo"esponds to the HII reglOn

s152 【R. A. (1950) = 22h56m.7, Decl. (1950) = 58032-】. The

main molecular Cloud eentered at S152 bas a weakly eoneave

boundary at A. A. (1950) = 22h58m. It is remarkable that

GIO9･1-1･O has a western boundary) a chord of the

semicircular shape, Just along this boundary of the main

molecular cloud. There is a ridge extending from the main

molecular cloud to the east along Decl. (1950) = 58045-. We

call it the CO arm･ Fig･ 7 illustrates CO and
13co

profiles

toward tわe CO intensity maximum at the top or the CO arm 【R.

A･ (1950) = 22h59m50S, Deel･ (1950) = 58045-00-,】･ In Fig. 5

the CO arm shows an apparent antieorrelation with the X-ray

jetlike feature (hatched); the CO aLrm Seems tO be surrounded

by the X-ray jetlike feature. The X-ray intensity in the

area or the CO arm is about O･6 times that in the X-ray

jetlike feaLture. The radio continuum emission i占 also weak
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at the CO arm area. There is a small molecular Cloud on the

eastern side or GIO9.ト1.0 【R. A. = 23bolm.7, °eel. =

58042･】, whieb was discovered in the present observations●

This small molecular cloud shows a radial-velocity gradient

of +0.2 km s -i! -il
Pe from the east to the west.

B. CO Distribution Obtained witb tbe 45 m Radio Telescope

The area
observed with the hTobeyama 45 m radio telescope

and the employed spacing interval are illustrated in Fig. 8.

The obtained CO maps with 30''-60'' resolution are show¶ in

Figs. 9-12. Fig 9 sbows tわe distribution of the CO (J = 1-0)

intensity integrated over the radial-velocity range VLSR

(-57,
-43)

km s-1. The CO emission from the main molecular

cloud and the CO arm predominantly lies within the velocity

range vLSR= (-53, -47)
kms-1･ There is no evidence of the

broad line emission representing the sboeked molecular gas

in Contrast with the ease or IC 443. Fig. 10 shows the CO

map integrated over VL.SR = (-53,
-47)

km s-1 superimposed

upon the 0.1-4.5 keV X-ray map taken from Gregory et al.

(1983). These maps give details of the distribution of the

molecular Cloud, although the distribution is basically the

same as that obtained with the 4 m radio telescope. The

interface between the main molecular Cloud and GIO9.1-1.0 is

Clearly seen in Fig. 10. The main molecular Cloud, wbieh

extends toward the boundary or GIO9.1-1.0, is observed with

the range VLSR= (-53,
-49)

kms-1･ It seems to be very

elumpy or spongy: it probably Consists or many rilamentary

13



or sbeetlike molecular Clouds. There is no significant

enbaneement in the CO intensity along the interface between

the main molecular Cloud and GIO9.1-1.0.

Tbe present observations with the 45 m radio telescope

show that the CO arm, wbieh is observed as one ridge in the

4 m telescope mapl consists of two remarkably thin filaments

having different velocities･ The map of the CO arm for VLSR

= (-51,
-49)

km s-1 is superimposed upon the X-ray map in

Fig･ ll, and that forVLSR= (-49,I-47) kms-1 inFig･ 12･

One of the two CO filaments seen in Fig･ ll is a curled one,

and the other seen in Fig. 12 is a fairly straight one. The

western half of the straight filament is observed over VLSR

= (-49,
-45)

km s-1. These two CO filaments emanate from a

corTmOn root 【R. A. (1950) = 22h58m20S-40S, Decl. (1950) =

58043-】 and reach a corrmon top which is a CO peak 【R. A.

(1950) = 22h59m50S, Deel･､ (1950) = 58045-】. They ゎave a

width of - 2' (2 pc) and a length of -15f (18 pc). Tt is

remarkable that these CO filaments appear to delineate the

inner boundary of the X-ray jetlike feature (Figs. ll and

12)･ In Fig. 9, there are several small molecular Clouds in

the area of GIO9.1-1.0. Some of them seem to be located just

outside the X-ray jetlike feaLture. Fig. 13 shows aL POSition-

veloeity diagram along Deel･ (1950) = 58045-30-- parallel to

the CO filaments. There is an abrupt ebange
in the radial

velocity at R･ A･ (1950) = 22b58m51S in this diagram.

C. Column Density and Mass or the CO Arm

The area of the CO arm has beeh observed in both of CO
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and
13co

lines with the 4m radio teleseope･ The

distribution of the column density of H2 molecules in the CO

arm is obtained as described in Appendix A. Fig. 14 sbows

that the northern bal一 or the CO arm has larger Column

density than the southern half. The straight CO filament

probably has larger Column density than the Curled filament.

Toward tわe CO intensity maximum 【R. A. = 22b59m.8, °eel. =

58045-】 theH2 COlumn density is estimated to be 2×1021

cm-2･ If the CO emission fills the telescope beam uniformly

at this position, the mass within the telescope bea皿 area is

deduced to be 5×102晦･ The typical value of the H2 COlumn

density at the diffuse part or the CO arm 【R. A. = 22b58m･3-

59m･4, Decl･ = 58045,】 ranges 8-10 × 1020 cm-2･ This value

is thought to represent the H2 COlumn density of the

straight filament. Toward the Curled filament the
13co

intensity is weak (- 0.3 K). Therefore the estimation of

the Column density for the Curled filament is not so easy･

The observed point at R･ A･ = 22h59m･1I Deel･ = 58042- is

chosen as a representative for the curled filament, and the

Hヮcoiumn density is roughly deduced to be 1-2 × 1020 cm-2･
●l

For evaluating the masses of the two filaments, the masses

in the ranges VLSR= (-51,
-49)

kms-1 andVLSR= (-49,
-45)

km s-1 are attributed to the Curled and straight filamentsl

respectively. The curled one has a mass of 4 × 102鴨, and

the straight one has a mass of 1.6 × 103Nl9･

Tbe mass or the hot plasma in GIO9.1-1.0 is estimated to

be - 1･3×102M@ by assuming a typical preshock density of

o･3
nb cm-3･ Either of the two CO filaments has a larger
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mass than the plasma of the SNR･
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IV. ENERGY DIVIDED X-RAY DATA

A set of X-ray maps corresponding to different energy

bands is very helpful in investigaLting the degree of the X-

ray absorption by the molecular Cloud. The IPC (Imaging

Proportional Counter) detector on

(Giaeeoni et al.

the Einstein Observatory

1979), which was used
for the observations

of GIO9.1-1.0, vas sensitive to X-rays with an energy or

O･1-4･5 keV. Both of the gray-scale map shown in Gregory and

Fahlman (1980) a,nd the contour map shown in Gregory et al.

(1983) represent the intensity within the whole energy range

0.1-4.5 keV. Fig. 15 shows examples of X-ray spectra

calculated with various colurrm densities of the absorbing

gas (Gorenstein and Tucker 1976). This figure teaebes us

that the knowledge of the X-ray spectrum will be helpful in

evaluating the amount of absorption. Recently l obtained the

IPC data of the same X-ray observations separated
into three

energy bands from F. D. Seward of the Smithsonian

Astropbysieal Observatory. Figs. 16-18 show the X-ray maps

in energy bands O･16-0･81 keV! 0･81-1･73 keVI and l･73-3･50

keV, which we call L, M, and H, respectively. Fig. 16 shows

the presence of the semicircular shell structure clearly.LIt

is naturally explained as enhancement in the plasma density

at the outermost part of the SNR interior (see Sedov 1959)･

We Can observe this shell in Fig. 17, but it becomes less

prominent in Fig. 18. Since tlle Outermost part Of the Sm

has the lowest temperature, the X-ray shell is more Clearly

observed in the lower energy X-ray band. The insufficient
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S/N ratio or f●ig. 18 also makes features somewhat unelear･

However Fig. 18 is also thought to contain the X-ray sh占11.

The CO arm area is a relative depression in all of the three

X-ray energy band maps. The X-ray jetlike feature becomes

less prominent in Fig. 18. However the CO arm also shows an

anticorrelation with the X-ray jetlike feature in Fig･ 18 on

which the effect of absorption is the smallest. In this map

of the energy band H, there is an X-ray hot ridge on the

southeast part of the SNR. This hot ridge is observable
in

the published whole energy range map, but is not so

prominent. A mushroom-like feature in Fig. 18 consisting of

the X-raLy jetlike feature and the southeastern
hot ridge

seems to have synTnetry With respect to the straight line

with a position angle of 720･5 passing through the X-ray

pulsar. For illustrating. the X-ray intensity ratio within

selected areas, the X-ray color-color diagram seems useful･

The areas for plotting are selected as. shown in Fig･ 19･ The

resulting Color-Color diagram is shown in Fig. 20･ The error

shown in Fig. 20 is roughly determined from the values of

the Comparison area (C).
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Ⅴ. DISCUSSION

A. The Main Molecular Cloud vs. G109.1-1.0

GIO9･1-1.0 has a semieireular shape in both or the X-ray

and radio Continuum emission (Figs. 5 and 6). It is known

that the molecular Cloud does not absorb the I･adio Continuum

e皿issioll at all virtually. Tbererore the semieireular shape

Cannot be explained in terms of absorption
due to the

molecular cloud. The molecular cloud has prevented an

isotropic expaLnSion of the SⅣR resulting in the

hemispherical shape. Molecular clouds are probably

responsible for various shapes of supernova remnants.

However there was only one observational example, the west

rim of the Cygnus Loop. In this case the molecular clouds

are rather small compared with the SNR. The SNR GIO9.1-1.0

is the first example of the SNR whose shape has been totally

affected by the molecular cloud. The present observations

also give direct evidence of the association between GIO9.1-

1.0 and the main molecular Cloud.

We consider how much the main molecular cloud has been

affected by the SNR in its shape or velocity structure. The

SNR shock (blast wave) striking the interstellar cloud will

Cause two kinds of sboeks: the sboek propagating into the

interstellar Cloud (Cloud shock) and the sboek reflected

from the Cloud (e. ど., MeKee and Co≠,ie 1975). The molecular

Cloud will be arreeted mainly by the former one. To derive

the physical parameters or the Cloud shock lVe must kno≠'
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those or the blast wave at the time or encounter. The

observed X-ray emission from GIO9.1-1･O suggests that the

eastern part or this SNR is still in the Sedov phase. The

evolution or the SNR in tlle Sedov phase is described in, for

example, Sedov (1959), Chevalier (1974), and Spitzer (1978)･

we assume that the SNRwith an initial energy of lxlO51

ergs expands in the uniform ambient medium with the hydrogen

number density nH (in cm-3)･ when I (in yr) has passed since

the.explosion, the SNR will have the raLdius rs} velocity Vs,

and postshock temperature T2 aS follows:

rs = o･31 t2/5nH-1/5pc,

vs = l･2xlO5 t-3/5 nH-1/5 km-s-1,

T2 = 2･2xlOll t-6/5 nH-2/5 K･

(1)

(2)

(3)

The radius of GIO9･1-1･O is 15f or 18pc･ If we assume nH=

o･3 em-3, we obtain an age or l･4×104 yr, a present sboek

velocity of 5･1xlO2 km s-1, and a present postshock

temperature or 3･7×.106 K. The time when the blast wave

struck the main molecular Cloud is ealeulated from tlle

distance or the orlglnal Cloud surraee to the X-ray pulsar

or more precisely the explosion site. For simplicity, we

assume here that the X-ray pulsar remains at its explosion

site, and that the SNR has not changed the shape of the main

molecular Cloud until now. The separation between the X-ray

pulsar and the present stlrraee Or the-main molecular elotld

ranges rroln 10 pe to 18 pe. The SNR shell reaebed the
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Orlglnal surraee of the main molecular Cloud at an SNR age

or o･3-1･4 × 104yr with a shock velocity or O･5-1･2 × 103

km s-1･ロsing these parameters of the blast wave we derive

the parameters or the Cloud shock propagating into the

cloud･ We assume the hydrogen number density of the

molecular Cloud to be 200 em-3. The Cloud shock is thought

to be a radiative shock. This shock has a finite thickness.

The temperature or the medium entering the sboek front

increases abruptly, then decreases gradually due to

radiative-cooling, and eventually is settled in the

equilibrium value. The density increases abruptly up to -

103 cm-3 at the shock front as a nonradiative shock, then

gradually increases due to radiative cooling in the

transition region, and reaches the equilibrium value. We

regard a combination of the initial nonradiative shock and

the subsequent transition region as one shock front, i. e.,

the Cloud sboek. The sound speed C is taken to be the same

on both sides of the cloud shock. The ratio of the density

behind the cloud shock pc2 tO that ahead it pcl is glVen

by

pc2/pcl
= Vc2/c2, (4)

where Ve is the velocity or the Cloud shock (Spitzer 1978)･

The pressure behind the Cloud sboek is pc2C2, and the

pressure behind the blast wave is 2pelVs2/(T+1) where pet

is the density ahead or the blast wave and T is tlle ratio

or speeirie heats at eo--stant pressure and Constant volume･
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These two will be or the same order, and using equation (4)

we have

pcIVc2- pelVs2 (5)

(Spitzer 1978)･ The derived value or Ve is of order 20-50 km

s-1I and it has proceeded by 0-0･5pe･ The valueく0･5pe is

very small compared with the size of the main molecular

cloud. The main molecular cloud has not changed the shape of

the S討R appreciably after the explosion as assumed above･

Therefore the western concave boundary of the main molecular

cloud is orlglnal or had been made bv the stellar wind from
:~1

the progenitor before the SN explosion. The density ratio

pc2′pcl is estimated to be of order loヰ fromequation (4),

and the hydrogen number den4Sity behind the cloud shock pc2

is of order 106 em-3･ The Cooling time Corresponding to the

density Just behind the initial nonradiative sboek of the

Cloud sboek- 103 em-3 is derived to be- 300 yrl and the

temperature of the matter traveling in the cloud shock will

reach its equilibriumwithin 10-2 pc (see spitzer 1978)･ The

cloud shock will be followed by the high density region with

a bvdrogen number density or - 106 em-3･ The tbiekness or

this following region must be much less than 10-2 pc,

because the Cloud sboek have proceeded only by く 0.5 pe.

Thus the thickness of the compressed layer consisting of the

cloud shock and the following high density region will be

less than 10-2 pe･ our observations show that there is no CO

enhancement along the interraee with the SNR. It may be

explained in terms or two reasons. First, the thickness or
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Compressed postsboek layer is less than 1-- and Cannot be

resolved even in the 45 m telescope observations. Second, CO

molecules are thought to be fully dissociated in the

postsboek reg10n in Contrast with the ease of IC 443,

because there is no evidence for the CO emission with a

large linewidth of order 20-50 km s-1. ‖ is noteworthy

that the vaLlue 20-50 km s-1 is critical for dissociation of

molecules (e. ど., Hollenbach and McKee 1980).

Expansions of supernova remnants inside or near

molecular Clouds were tbeoretieally studied on the basis or

bydrodynamieal ealeulations by Tenorio-Tagle, Bodenbeimer,

and Yorke (1985). Their results for a supernova remnant

which has exploded slightly outside the wall of the

molecular Cloud (Fig. 21) are similar to the appearance of

GIO9.1-1.0, although parameters employed by them are not

exactly equal to those of GIO9.1-1.0. On the other band,

they themselves have pointed out that the X-ray distribution

of GIO9.1-1.0 is similar to the numerical results for the

case that the SNR exploded inside the molecular cloud.

Sofue, Takahara, and Hirabay-ashi (1983) and Hughes et al.

(1984) claimed that the center of the curvature of the radio

shell does not coincide the position of the X-ray pulsar.

Our observations indicate that both of the X-ray pulsar and

the Center or the Curvature or the SⅣR shell are located

outside the main molecular Cloud. Tbererore we
eonelude that

the site or t‡le SⅣ explosion was located outside the main

molecular Cloud.
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B. Effect of Absorption by the CO Arm on the X-Ray Maps

It is interesting to think what the X-ray jetlike

feature emerging from the X-ray pulsar represents. The

molecular Cloud Can absorb the X-ray emission. Tbererore it

is possible that absorption has inrluenee on the appearance

of the X-ray image. If the CO arm exists in front of X-ray

emitting gas of GIO9.ト1.0, it will make a depression in the

X-ray intensity distribution. To appreciate the effect of

absorption we Compare the X-ray Colors toward the CO arm

area with those or the Comparison area (C) (Figs. 19 and

20). If the CO arm absorbs a part of the X-ray emission, the

X-ray color of the CO arm area becomes harder than that of

the comparison area･ The strai-ght filament has an H2 COlumn

densityN(H2) of 8-10 x 1020 cm12･ andN(H2) of the curled

filament isト2 × 1020､cm-2. The cross section normalized

per atomic hydrogen as a function of the energy of X-rays is

given by Ryter, Cesarsky, and Audouze (1975). Thus we obtain

the optical depth for X-rays by multiplying the cross

section by the column density. The expected shift due to

absorption is given by the arrow with the H2 COlumn density

value or the absorbing gas in Fig. 20. However, ど.ig. 20

shows that the CO arm has almost the same X-ray color as the

comparison area･ Toward the CO arm (P･ N･ and S), the H2

column density of the molecular gas in front of the X-ray

emitting gas is probably less than 2×1020 em-2･ we eonelude

that the X-ray aLbsorption by the CO arm has no effect on the

X-ray map. The peak (P) and the straight riー1ament (ド) are

round to be located behind almost all or or all or the hot
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plasma. On the other band, the location or tⅠ1e Curled

filament Cannot be determined from the X-ray Color, because

the expected shirt Corresponding to the H2 column density of

this filament is comparable to the error. However, the

curled filament is not so far from the straight one, because

these two filaments have the corTmOn top and root･ Tatematsu

et al. (1985) previously pointed out a possibility tllat the

CO arm is located just behind the SドR. They argued that the

velocity structure of the CO arm observed with the Nagoya 4

m radio telescope may represent a dynamical effect bv the
■/

expanding SNR shell. Now we know this velocity structure

shows that of the straight CO filament. The kinematics of

the CO arm (two CO filaments) are discussed in the next

subsection C.

Absorption of the X-ray emission by the molecular Cloud

is not important in GIO9.1-1.0. Furthermore, the temperature

variation in the SNR seems not to be related to the X-ray

jetlike feature, because each or the three energy divided

maps (Figs. 16-18) shows the X-ray jetlike feature and

because the X-ray colors of this feature and the CO arm are

almost equal. Thus, the X-ray images mainly represent the

density distribution or more precisely emission measure (the

square of electron density integrated along the line of

sight) distribution of the hot plasma. in GIO9.1-1.0.

C. Kinematics of the CO Arrii

The CO filaments must be Closely related to each otherI
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because they have the eomon top and root･ A natural

interpretation is that they form a kind of the molecular

loop. Is the velocity difference of the two CO filaments due

to dynamieal erreet or the SNR? We Can also apply the

discussion for the main molecular Cloud to this ease. The

SNR shell struck the straight filament recently, because the

straight filament is located near the rear SがR shell. If the

A
SNR shell struck the CO arm at an SNR age of lxlOー yr, the

velocity of the cloud shock is of order 20 km s-1･ The

sboeked molecules are tbougbt to･ be fully dissociated,

because no broad CO emission has been observed toward the CO

arm. The velocity difference of ･the
two CO filaments, 2 km

s-1) is much smaller than the expected velocity if they are

aeeelerated by tわe shock wave. The two CO filaments should

have survived in the S氾 until now. The cloud shock with a

velocity or order 20km s-1 proceeds by- 0･1 pe from the

Cloud surraee. On the other band, tbe linear ☆idtbs of the

filaments are - 2 pe. Tbe thin surraee layer or the

orlginal CO filaments has been shocked. Tberefore the shape

and velocity structure of the CO filaments have been

unchanged since the SN explosion. There is a possibility

that the shape and velocity structure are a result of the

effect by the stellar wind from the progenitor. We wonder

what the abrupt velocity change seen in Fig. 13 means. One

may interpret it as a kind or dynamieal aeeeleration by the

SⅣR. However the small difference in velocity and the

observed line shape probably prefer the origin other than

the dynamical effect by the SNR. We suggest that it

represents a part or the western bal一 or the straight
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filament seen in VLSR= (-49･
-45)

km s

D. The X-ray Jetli~ke f'eature

The Clear antieorrelation may imply the Close

relationship between the CO arm and the X-ray jetlike

feature. However it is strange that the outer boundary of

the CO arm seems not to delineate the inner boulldary or the

X-ray jetlike feature perfectly (Fig. 10). In particular,

there is an apparent gap between the X-ray pulsar and the

curled X-ray feature (Gregory and Fahlman 1983)･ Now we know

that the X-ray jetlike feature represents the density

enhancement of the plasma. It is interesting to think

whether the CO arm is related to the plasma enbaneement
seen

as the X-ray jetlike feature or not. How much does the X-ray

shell contribute to the shape of the X-ray jetlike feature･

To some degree it must Contribute, because the northern part

of the X-ray jetlike feature cannot be discerned from the X-

ray shell. It is interesting that the northern part of the

X-ray shell, which is a part of the X-ray jetlike feature,

seems intenser than the remainder of the X-ray shell. We

will try to interpret the X-ray jetlike feature in terms of

a Combination or the northern part or the X-ray shell and an

additional X-ray feature located between the X-ray pulsar

and the shell. The shape or the additional feature is not

well known. In Fig. 16 the X-ray blob located 8- east of the

X-ray pulsar looks isolated, whereas in Fig. 18 the X-ray

ridge seems to be smoothly eonneeted from the X-ray pulsar
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to the X-ray shell. We will discuss three possible

explanations roy the formation or the X-ray jetlike feature.

First, we discuss the ease that the dirruse envelope or

the CO arm has contributed to the formation. We may assume

that two CO filaments bad a dirruse envelope Consisting of

atomic gas･ This assumption may
be justified by the

observational evidence that in some
reglOnS the molecular

cloud is embedded in the HI cloud: e. ど., the Mom OBl a･nd

陥on OB2 molecular clouds (Blitz 1978). The envelope would be

heated up by the blast wave of the S封且. The shocked envelope

will become an additional X-ray emitting hot gas, and be

seen as the X-ray jetlike feature. Tatematsu et al. (1985)

have shown that the main molecular cloud accompanies an HI

cloud･ The higher density of the envelope around the main

molecular Cloud may result in the absence or X-ray

enhancement at the interface between the S氾 and the main

molecular cloud at R･ A･ = 22h58m, because the temperature

of the shocked gas becomes lower. The envelope of the CO arm

is assumed to have a moderate density such that the

postshock temperature remains higher than 106 K and that a

postshock gas of this envelope has a sufficient density-

contrast to the plasma in the cloud-free reg10n. The former

Condition is translated into tわe presboek density Condition

by using equation (3). The postshock temperature higher than

106 K is accomplished if the hydrogen number density of the

envelope is less than - 10 em-3･ The bright-ri-ed CO arm

in the X-ray emission along with the northern X-ray shell

Can be observed as the X-ray jetlike feature. TIle Separation

between the X-ray jetlike feature and the CO arm can be made
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in some appropriate density distribution or the envelope.

Seeond, we discuss the ease that the main molecular

Cloud on the west has mainly Contributed to the formation or

the X-ray jetlike feature. Fig. 21 shows the results or a

calculation for the SNR expanding in the vicinity of the

wall of the molecular cloud by Tenorio-Tagle, Bodenheimer,

and Yorke (1985). This ealeulation Contains the er feet or

radiative cooling. We can observe an emission measure

structure like a mushroom (a semicircular shell and a stem),

although the limitation of calculated points makes the

resulting structure so皿eWbat unelear. The stem o£ a mushroom

is formed as follows; the sboek reflected
by the main

molecular cloud causes a strong compression of the plasma

particularly between the X-ray pulsar aLnd the cloud, the

denser plasma between them is then Cooled by radiation, and

the hot plasma flows into the stem due to the pressure

gradient. This structure resembles that in the map or tlle

energy band H (Fig. 18). The stem along with the northern X-

ray shell can be seen as the X-ray jetlike feature. A part

o_f' the stem close to the molecular cloud should be strongly

Cooled due to radiation. The gap between the Curled X-ray

feature and the X-ray pulsar (or the main molecular cloud)

is possibly explained in tllis way. It is interesting to

calculate the X-ray intensity distribution, although they

present only the density distribution shown in Fig. 21･ A

close examination indicates thaLt the sy汀metry axis in Fig･

18 is not exactly perpendicular to the eontaet surraee with

the main molecular Cloud. We must note that the CO arm was
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not involved in their calculation. It seems possible that

the er feet or the CO arm makes the result or the ealeulation

more similar to the observed stI･ueture. Such ealeulations

are bigbly desirable.

Tbird, ☆e discuss the ease that neither of the main

molecular Cloud nor the CO arm is related to the density

enbaneement or the plasma. In this ease the apparent

anticorrelation is thought to be observed by chance. 1t

seems also natural to interpret the X-ray map as a composite

of the ord-inary shell structure and an addJitional hot blob.

The blob is located on the east of the X-ray pulsar. The

separation between the X-ray pulsar and this blob becomes

smaller with increasing X-ray energy (Figs. 16-18)･ It seems

also possible to interpret this blob as a kind of the jet

elected from the X-ray pulsar. The two X-raLy lobes on

opposite sides or SS 433 are tbougbt to be jets ejected from

it (Seward et al. 1980). The hot blob along with the

northern X-ray shell can be observed a.s the X-ray jetlike

feature.

We ha.ve discussed three possible explanations for the

density enhancement corresponding to the X-ray jetlike

feature. In order to establish the conclusive model for the

X-ray jetlike feature, we need new X-ray observations with a

bigber angular-resolution.

E. The Energy of GIO9･1-1･O

and Influence on the Molecular Cloud

We summarize the relationship of these two objects, the
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SNR and the molecular eloud･ The Cloud shock has a velocity

of 20-50 km s-1･ This value is comparable to the critical

value of ''L-he shock velocity for the dissociation of

molecules (Hollenbach and McKee 1980). Our observations

shows that the sboeked molecules in the GIO9.1-1.0 reg10n

are fully dissoeiated･ The energy used for dissociation is

probably within the same order of the kinetic energy of the

Cloud sboek. The Cloud sboek proceeds by く 0.5 pe from the

orlglnal surface of the molecular cloud. The thickness of

the postsboek layer is probably less than 10-2 pe･ The

postsboek temperature of the Cloud shock isく106 K because

of the higher density of the molecular cloud, and the shock

is radiative. The appreciable part of the S群R energy is

thought to be radiated. The western part of the S苅R entered

the radiative phase much earlier than the eastern haLlf. The

momentum of the cloud shock conserves approximately. The

tbiekness of the sboeked layer is mueb smaller than the siz:e

or the molecular Cloud. However the momentum or the Cloud

sboek appreciably affects the main molecular Cloud in 105-

106 yr･ on the other hand, the dynamical effect on the

molecular cloud will be much less if the very old SNR with

an age or 105-106 yr strikes the molecular Cloud for the

first time. The expansion velocity or the blast wave

decreases
with increasing age, and equation (5) indicates

that the resulting cloud shock velocity also decreaLSeS.

Therefore the molecular cloud will be affected if it is

struck by the SNR whose age is not very old. The shell or

GIO9･1-1.0 struck the main molecular cloud at an SNR age of
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5×103 yr for the first time･ The dynamieal efreet or

GIO9･1-1･O now stored in the very thin layer will Compress

the molecular Cloud in the future.

The reflected shock returns the energy into the SNR

interior and will affect of the evolution of this SNR. If

the reflected shock is dense
enough to suffer radiative

cooling, it will let the SNR energy escape. The

interpretation of the X-ray 3'etlike feature in terms of the

reflected shock (see the preceding subsection D.) will lead

to radiative loss due to the reflected shock. Now we cannot

estimate the amount of radiative loss due to the reflected

shock from the observational data, because we have no

numerical ealeulation detailed enough to eoⅢ1Pare With the

observed X-ray intensity distribution.

Although we have no direct information on the energy

transfer related to GIO9.1-1.0, we try to make rough

estimation on the order of various kinds of energy. Half of

the total energy of the SNR corresponding to the western

hemisphere, 5×1050 ergs, has been related to the main

molecular Cloud. It was used for the Cloud shock, rerleeted

shock, dissociaLtion of molecules, and radiaLtion. If the

Cloud sllOek propagating into the main molecular Cloud has a

velocity of 30 km s-1I it has a kinetic energy of order

2×1049 ergs･ The energy used for dissociation of the

molecules in the main molecular Cloud probably is in the

same order. It is difficult to expect the value of the

energy or the shock rerleeted by the main molecular Cloud.

If it is the same order as the kinetic energy or the Cloud

shock, the energy radiated from the main molecular cloud
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will be - 4･3×1050 ergs･ Therefore most of the energy of

the western half of GIO9.1-1.0 has been radiated. The other

half of the initial SNR energy nearly conserves in the

eastern half of the SNR. However the interaction with the

molecular cloud may affect also the eastern half of the SNR.

The energy - 2×1049 ergs was radiated due to the

interaction
with the CO arm. The CO arm may have obtained -

3×1047
ergs as the energy of Cloud sboek and the energy of

the same order as the dissociation of molecules. The

reflected shock from both of the main molecular cloud and CO

arm also affects the evolution of the S訂R. The momentum

deposited in the main molecular cloud is of order 6×104晦

km s-1,and that of the CO armis of order2×103晦 km

s-1･ They will affect the shape and kinematics of the

molecular Cloud in the future.
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F. A CO Survey or the lnteraetion

Tbe sueeessrul observations or GIO9.1-1.0 led us to a

Survey PrO】eet for the evidence or the interaction between

the SNR and the molecular cloud. It is in progress on the

Nagoya 4 m radio telescope. The purposes of this survey are

to obtain other convincing observational examples and to

derive the percentage of supernova remnants aeeompanying

molecular clouds. The number of SNRs in the Galaxy is about

150･ The typical size of nearby SNRs (within 4 kpc from the

sun) is 30--30, very large compared with the beamsize of the

4 m radio telescope, 2-.7. Tbererore it is difficult to

survey all the SⅣRs fully. To avoid the confusion of

unrelated cloud, we mainly choose the S打Rs located in the

outer Galaxy (where the gala,ctocentric distance is larger

than 10 kpe). Huang (1985) has already surveyed the CO gas

towaLrd such SNRs within the galactic longitudal range 1 =

700-2100 using the Columbia l｡2 m radio teleseope･ The

resolution of his survey, 8,-10) is too coarse to

investigate the association of the CO cloud with the SドR or

to obtain the evidence of the interaction. However this

survey will serve as a good basis for our survey of the

interaction. We can omit observaLtions of the SNRs toward

wllieh be has not detected the CO Cloud having a possibility

or tlle association. I plan to finish this survey in two more

yearS｡
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VI. SUMMARY

The unusual semieireular supernova remnant GIO9.ト1･O

has been observed in the J =トO transitions or CO and
13co.

The Nagoya 4 m raLdio telescope and the Nobeyama 45 m radio

telescope were used for the observations. The molecular

cloud on the west of GIO9.1-1.0 is found to be in contact

w主tb this remnant. This is the first observational evidence

of the supernova remrlant expanding in the vicinity of the

wall of the molecular cloud. There is a molecular ridge (CO

arm) extending from the main body or tⅠ1e molecular Cloud

toward the east. The CO arm consists of two remarkably thin

CO filaments with sizes of 2 pe x 18 pe. These two

filaments have the corrmon top and root. The only thin (less

than - 0.5 pc) surface layer of the molecular cloud in

eontaet with GIO9.1-1.0 may have been sboeked, and molecules

in this layer are thought to be fully dissociated. Although

the Compression layer is not observed at present, the

momentum deposited in the cloud shock must result in the

compression of the molecular cloud in the future (in 105-106

yr). The CO arm shows an apparent anticorrelation with the

X-ray jetlike feature in GIO9.1-1.0. The X-ray color does

not show evidence or the X-ray absorption by the CO arm･ One

of the CO filaments is found to be located near the rear SNP.

shell. The X-raLy jetlike feature may represent the

enbaneement in density surrounding the CO arm. We discuss

three possible explanations for the formation of the X-ray
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jetlike feature. First, the dirruse envelope surrounding the

CO arm has been shocked by the blast wave, and the CO arm

becomes bright-rimned. Second, the SNR shock reflected by

the main molecular Cloud Causes a mushroom-like structure of

the hot plasma in the SNR, and a part or this feature is

observed as the X-ray jetlike feature. In this e.ase the CP

arm may also Contribute to the formation or the observed X-

ray feature
aLdditionally. Third, the hot plasma blob ejected

from the X-ray pulsar and the X-ray shell have formed the X-

ray jetlike feature, and the anticorrelation between the CO

arm and the X-ray jetlike feature is chance coincidence. We

can select the conclusive model from them if we obtain

higher angular-resolution X-ray maps. The former two

explanations indicate the possibility that the influence of

the molecular cloud has contributed to the formation of this

feature. The present observaLtions unambiguously established

that GIO9.1-1.0 is associated witll the molecular Cloud and

suggest that they have 主nteraeted with each other.
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APPENDIX A. ESTIMATION OF COLUNN DENSITY AND MASS

TbeI･e are a rev methods to estimate the mass or the

molecular Cloud. The most popular way is to ealeulate

through the
13co

Column density assuming local thermodynamie

equilibrium (LTE). The terrestrial abundance ratio or

co/13co is 89)
whereas the intensity ratio of CO/13co

observed toward the molecular cloud ranges 1-10. Therefore

CO is thought to be optically thick. We assume the same

exeitation temperature Tex for both of CO and
13co･

observed

speeifie intensity is expressed as

Iy = [By(Tex)-By(2･7 K)】【1-exp(-T)】, (Al)

where Bγ is the Planek runetion and r is the optical depth

or an observed line. The value of T is deduced from the
eX

observed CO intensity, because the optical depth or CO is

tbougbt to be mueb larger than unity and the term exp(一丁)

for CO is negligible･ FromTex and the observed
13co

intensity, we obtain the
13co

optical depth, T13･ When we

assume LTE, the
13co

Column density N13 is glVen by

N13 = [3kTexT13AV13]/[4n3p2y13{トexp(-hv13/kTex)l]･

(A2)

Here AV13 is the full width at half maximumof the
13co

emission profile, 〟 is the eleetrie dipole moment or the CO

molecule, k is Boltzmann-s constant, and h is Planek's

constant･ Dickman (1978) obtained the
13co

column dehsity
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toward molecular Clouds with a visual extinction Av or l･5 -

10 mag, and Compared it with the hydrogen Column density.

Aeeording to him the Conversion raetor from
13co

Column

densityN13 tOH2 COlumndensity is (5･0±2･5) × 105･ we

integrate the H2 COlumn density over the area of the

molecular cloud to obtain the number of H2 mOlecules･

Assuming a
mean甲01ecular weight of 2･76

nh Per H2 molecule,

we obtain the mass of the molecular Cloud. This LTE mass is

believed to be aeeurate within a raetor of 2.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig･ 1･ --

Tbe 0.ト4.5 keV X-ray map of GIO9.1-1･O is

reproduced from Gregory et al. (1983). The resolution of

this map is 2'.5. Contours are drawn at levels of 20, 30,

40, 52, 67, 83, 100, 118, 142, 200, 332, 470, 664, 940,

1328, and 1878 in an arbitrary unit.

Fig･ 2･ --- The 10 GHz continuum map of GIO9.1-1.0 obtained

by Sofue et al. (1983) is sbowll. The resolution of this map

is 2-.7. The lowest contour level is ll.02 rrd(, and the

Contour interval is 5.51 mK.

Fig. 3. --- The overall structure of the molecula.r cloud

obtained in our previous CO observations with the Nagoya･4 m

radio telescope (Tatematsu et al. 1985). The Contours or the

co(J=ト0) emissionat levels or TA*= 5･5･ 8･0, 10･0･

15.0, and 20.0 K are shown as solid lines. The dash-dotted

lines show the 10 GHz image of GIO9.1-1.0 (Sofue et al.

1983). The X-ray jetlike feature is shaded. The Greek

letters represent CO intehsity maxima.

Fig. 4. ---

The map or the CO (J = 1-0) intensity integrated

over the range or VLSR= (-55, -45)
km s-1 obtainedwitb the

Ⅳagoya 4 m radio telescope. Observed points are illustrated

as filled eireles and riユled triangles. Toward the direction

or the filled triangles
13co

spectra were obtained besides

CO spectra. The Contour interval is 7 K km s
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Fig. 5.
-- The integrated CO intensity map obtained with

tbe Ⅳagoya 4 m radio telescope is superimposed upon the O･ト

4.5 keV X-ray map of GIO9.ト1.0 by Gregory

The X-ray jetlike feature is shaded.

et al. (1983).

Fig. 6. --- Tbe integrated CO intensity map obtained with

tbe Ⅳagoya 4 m radio telescope is superimposed upon the 10

GHz continuum map by Sofue et al. (1983).

Fig･ 7･
--The pro‖1es in CO and

13co
toward the CO

intensity maximum at the top of the CO arm.

Fig. 8. ---

The observed area and the employed spacing

interval in the observations with the Nobeyama 45 m radio

telescope.

Fig. 9. --- The contour map of the CO (J = 1-0) intensity

integrated over the radial velocity range VLSR = (-57, -43)

km s-1 obtained with the Nobeyama 45 m radio telescope･ The

Contour interval is 3.0 K km s -1

Fig. 10. --- Contours of the CO (J = 1-0) intensity

integrated over the range VLSR = (-53,
-47)

km s-1 obtained

with the Nobeyama 45 m radio telescope are shown as thick

lines. The contour interval is 3.0 K km sll. The 0.ト4.5 keV

Ⅹ-ray map or GIO9.1-1.0 (Gregory

as thin lines.

44
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F主g･ 11･ --

The map or CO (J = 1-0) intensity integrated

over the range VLSR = (-51,
-49)

km s-1 around the X-ray

jetlike feature obtained with the Nobeyama 45 m radio

telescope･ The contour interval is l･5 K km s-1･ The X-ray
●

map or GIO9.1-1.0 (Gregory

as thin lines.

et al. 1983) is also reproduced

Fig･ 12･ --The
same as Fig･ 2 but for the range VLSR

(-49, -47)
km s

-1

Fig･ 13･ --

The CO (J = 1-0) position-velocity diagram

along Deel･ (1950) = 58045-30-- obtained with the Ⅳobeyama 45

m radio telescope. The contour interval is 1.5 K.

Fig･ 14. ---

The distribution of the Column density or

hydrogen molecules N(H2) deduced from the data obtained with

the Nagoya 4 m radio telescope. The contour interval is 5 ×

1020 cm-2･ The dashed line illustrates the boundary of the

CO arm･ The filled triangles represent the positions

observed in both of CO and
13co.

Fig･ 15･ --- The ealeulated spectra or the absorbed X-ray

emlSS10n･ The intrinsic spectrum is assumed as dN/dE = 10

E-2 pbotons em-2 s-1 keV-1. This is taken rromGorenstein

and Tucker (1976).

Fig･ 16･ --- The map of the X-ray energy band L. The band

Covers O･16-0･81 keV･ The resolution or the map is - 2'.5.
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This is obtained from F. D. Seward.

Fig. 17. ---

The map of the X-ray energy band M･ The band

covers 0.81-1.73 keV. This is obtained from F. D. Seward.

Fig. 18. --- The map of the X-ray energy band H･ The band

Covers 1.73-3.50 keV. This is obtained from f-. D. Seward.

Fig. 19. ---

The areas used for the X-ray color-color

diagram (Fig. 20). The contours represent the 0.33-･3.50 keV

X-ray map which omits the lower and upper ends of the TPC

energy range for improving the S/N ratio. This is obtailled

from F. D. Seward.

Fig. 20. --- The X-ray color-color diagram. The ordinaLte

sゎows the intensity ratio of the energy band H (1.73-3.50

keV) to the energy band M (0.81-1.73 keV). The abseissa is

the intensity ratio of the 9nergy baLnd M to the energy band

L (0.16-0.81 keV).

Fig. 21. --- The results or a two-dimensional numerical

ealeulation for the ease that a supernova explodes with an

initial energy of 1051 ergs at a distance of 2 pc froma

eylindrieal Cloud (Tenorio-Tagle, Bodenbeimer, and Yorke

1985). The hydrogen number density or the Cloud is 103 em-3,

and the intereloud density is 1 em-1･ The panels al bl el

and d illustrate the shapes or the supernova remnant 100,

3･06×103I l･1-9×104I and 2･65×104 yr later since the

explosion, respectively.
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